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**Synopsis**

The Technic Books provide reading and rhythm drills and exercises perfectly paced with each Lesson Book in Alfred's Basic Piano Library to improve musicianship and develop coordination of the hands.
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**Customer Reviews**

Very nice book for someone in their 2nd year of piano. Has a few challenging pieces. My sons piano teacher recommended it to us. My son loves it. Has a few well known tunes that the student will enjoy playing.

My daughter has really enjoyed these books. She spends lots of time using them to continue growing and becoming more and more advanced.

Highly recommended for young beginners. The arrangements are very nice and simple enough to make my students want to practice longer.

We've moved around quite a bit and gone through three different piano teachers. All of them recommended this series of books.
enjoys it very much, helps a lot on strengthening my level 3 skills (I am an adult, self-teaching learner). Highly recommend!

The book is great and matches the books I already have from my youth. It is perfect for the level.

Good piano books. My son’s piano teacher recommended it.

Great beginning piano lessons for young kids
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